Meeting 3: P0, Flatten, x86

Announcements

- HW1 due Fri Sep 8
- Grading Assistants
  - Shantanu Karnwal
  - Priyanka Selvan
  - Spencer Wilson
  - Eirian Perkins (remote)
- Course Assistants
  - Andrew Guttman
  - Benno Stein
- "What if the important question isn't asked?"

Questions?

1. PO syntax - (serverless??)
   - what is PO? - the expression

2. `input(c)` in R

3. TDI (David)

4. Environment?? for assignments

5. Registers (what it can run out)
   - it is volatile
HW 1 due Fri (zip file, CDS, survey) - submission
9/8 sign up for SBT
9/12 interview grady SBT

6. architecture of your code
    flutter DB?

7